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load-bearing deck

Strong



NATUR inFORM

STRONG

Extremely resilient
Are you looking for a really stable floor surface that doesn’t need a 
complicated underlying construction? Do you want it to look natural? 
Then let our new load-bearing deck STRONG work for you. Its height of 
38 mm means that this massive deck is extremely strong and can be 
used most diversely, for example as a floor surface for stairs, marinas, 
pergolas or patios. STRONG is a great option for covering larger gaps – 
without needing an underlying construction.
 
Intensive colours, natural grain
The deck is optically convincing thanks to its natural wooden grain and 
is available in brown, anthracite and grey. Its appealing surface is avai-
lable slightly brushed, or finely striated, thereby looking both natural, 
but also highly up-market. The decks are mounted according to our 
manual ‘Screwing’ (the patio deck screw 5.5 x 80 mm stainless steel 
must be used). The gap between the decks is between 7-8 mm. Thanks 
to the wooden composite material the load-bearing deck is not only 
splinter-free, but also extremely low on maintenance and is therefore 
highly suitable for your favourite spot outdoors.

Brown Grey Anthracite



Mounting the load-bearing deck

Simple laying
The decks are mounted according to our 'mounting' instructions. It is 
possible to lay the decks suspended or directly on the underlying surfa-
ce. The gap between decks is at least 5 mm, so that you can use either 
the cross-laying aid to create a 5 mm gap, or the classic laying aid for 
7.5 mms. Depending on the location you will need approx. 28 patio 
deck screws (5.5 x 80 mm stainless steel, hardened) and 4 gap pieces 
for one square metre. With this deck you cannot use a joint profile tube; 
you have to use our universal accessories to lay the decks. You can 
find laying films on patio construction and current information on our 
products on our website!

Good planning is everything
Use our patio planner to plan your favourite spot with our deck STRONG.  
Choose between different laying shapes and directions and use the 
practial material list to implement your plans. You are also welcome 
to ask for consultation directly from one of our partner retailers.

Format width ca. 140 mm, height ca. 38 mm
Surface with wooden grain, finely brushed

finest striated, unbrushed
Standard lengths ca. 4 m
Special lengths 2 m bis 13 m available at extra cost
Requirements 1 sqm consists of ca. 7 m decks
Weight ca. 6.3 kg / m

Characteristics
high load-bearing capacity
natural wooden look
load-carrying substructure  
 unnecessary
quick and easy to install
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